2013 Female Sale – 18 March 2013
Lot No.

Comments

Lot 1

QRFY120

Burnette Y120 is an extremely quiet cow with extra length and girth. Her sons have sold to $11,000 with a grandson, Raff General G252,
being used here last year. This is a wonderful cow/calf unit to start the sale. Sells with bull calf at foot H400 {3 germ vaccinated} born
09/09/12 sired by Raff Empire E269. Depastured QRFE201 28/09/12 to 31/12/12

2

QRFA33

This cow always breeds well with a cracking calf at foot ‐ her Defender D218 son sold in 2011 for $10,000. Her dam's pedigree is
impeccable and has been a donor over the past years. Sells with heifer calf at foot H418 {3 germ vaccinated} born 15/09/12 sired by Raff
Empire E269. Depastured QRFD367 28/09/12 to 05/12/12

3

QRFB210

Phenotypically Doris B210 is one of the more attractive females to sell. Sired by the $50,000 Time Frame Y135 bull she is a highly fertile
cow with an excellent udder profile. Her grand‐dam Doris S128 is still perfectly sound and productive here at 15 years. Sells with heifer
calf at foot H324 {3 germ vaccinated} born 08/08/12 sired by Raff Encore E110. Depastured QRFD216 28/09/12 to 31/12/12

4

QRFB223

Burnette B223 has a pedigree stacked for docility. Her dam is a big muzzled matron whilst her sire being regarded for producing highly
productive daughters. Her pedigree is very sound. Sells with bull calf at foot H389 {3 germ vaccinated} born 04/09/12 sired by Raff Dallas
D216. Depastured QRFF143 28/09/12 to 31/12/12

5

QRFC297

She calved down twins in 2011 then managed to calve down in 2012 just 9 days later. This pedigree contains some of the great and highly
proven 'aged' genetics in the country. She puts everything into her calves with her calf at foot undoubtedly one of the best. Sells with
heifer calf at foot H359 {3 germ vaccinated} born 04/09/12 sired by Raff Empire E269. Depastured QRFE201 28/09/12 to 05/12/12

6

QRFD143

Doris D143 has good bone and substance with her first two daughters retained. She is another docile cow whose sire bred really functional
and moderate type cattle. Her dam was a robust Limited Edition daughter. Sells with bull calf at foot H382 {3 germ vaccinated} born
31/08/12 sired by Raff Dakota D85. Depastured QRFF143 28/09/12 to 31/12/12

7

QRFD176

Raff Doris D176 is a honest and safe breeding cow with good depth of pedigree that contains some of our better breeding Doris cows. Sells
with bull calf at foot H387 {3 germ vaccinated} born 04/09/12 sired by Raff Emblem E69. Hand mated QRFE266 11/02/13.

8

QRFD275

The pedigree of D275 contains cows that have longevity ‐ her third dam was retired just last year at nearly 17 years of age. She also had
twins in 2011 and calved down quickly in 2012. Sells with heifer calf at foot H358 {3 germ vaccinated} born 21/08/12 sired by Raff
Emblem E69. Depastured QRFE201 28/09/12 to 31/12/12

9

QRFE15

This is a large framed and robust Doris cow whose first son sold last year for $9,000. She is extremely quiet with excellent udder and teat
qualities. Her calf is a beauty. Sells with heifer calf at foot H426 {3 germ vaccinated} born 24/09/12 sired by Raff Dazzler D353. Hand
mated QRFE266 23/01/13

10

QRFE144

11

QRFE181

Duchess E144 had twins as a first calf heifer then re‐bred quickly and calved down just 6 days later to the previous year. This is a hard
working and good natured young cow with plenty of years ahead of her. Sells with bull calf at foot H347 {3 germ vaccinated} born
14/08/12 sired by Raff Exterminator E201. Depastured QRFE106 28/09/12 to 31/11/12
Moderate in size but with a pedigree full of high performance cattle suggests that Burnette E181 will breed beyond herself. If you believe
efficiency is found in a moderate breeder herd then this lot should interest. Sells with bull calf at foot H342 {3 germ vaccinated} born
12/08/12 sired by Raff Exterminator E201. Depastured QRFD367 28/09/12 to 05/12/12

12

QRFE206

This is a really well bred young female whose had genetic full brothers sell for high values in previous sales here. She is quiet with extra
frame with her dam highly fertile and productive. Sells with bull calf at foot H399 {3 germ vaccinated} born 08/09/12 sired by Raff Empire
E269. Depastured QRFF187 28/09/12 to 05/12/12

13

QRFE323

Burnette E323 has as good a pedigree as you want for breeding docility and consistency. Her 3rd dam, Raff Burnette M51, produced our
wonderful breeding bull Raff Ultimate U27. Sells with heifer calf at foot H374 {3 germ vaccinated} born 27/08/12 sired by Raff Empire
E269. Depastured QRFE69 28/09/12 to 09/12/12

14

QRFF126

This is a young first calver that looks a little rough around the edges but sells with a handy bull calf whose sire sold to Onslow Angus last
year after being used here as a yearling. Sells with bull calf at foot H285 {3 germ vaccinated} born 22/07/12 sired by Raff Frodo F117.
Depastured QRFG252 29/08/12 to 31/12/12

15

QRFF144

A growthy first calver with extra neck extension and carcass potential. When she calved down she displayed great milk and udder qualities.
Sells with bull calf at foot H328 {3 germ vaccinated} born 09/08/12 sired by Raff Dazzler D353. Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to
24/01/13

16

QRFF158

Raff Duchess F158 is a typical daughter of Diplomat who sold in 2010 for $15,000 ‐ they are all docile with extra substance and girth. Sells
with bull calf at foot H430 {3 germ vaccinated} born 26/09/12 sired by Raff Frodo F117. Depastured QRFG252 23/10/12 to 31/12/12

17

QRFF166

There is loads of genetics with performance and punch in her pedigree. When mature she will be a heavy weighing and robust individual.
Sells with bull calf at foot H332 {3 germ vaccinated} born 10/08/12 sired by O'Neill's Prime Star 80. Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to
24/01/13

18

QRFF171

F171 combines the industry weight bearing qualities of J&C Appeal with the high quality maternal attributes of her paternal sire SAV
Bandolier. With an Explosive son at foot she is a very attractive package. Sells with bull calf at foot H249 {3 germ vaccinated} born
16/07/12 sired by Raff Explosive E108. Depastured QRFG252 28/09/12 to 05/12/12

19

QRFF214

When mature Duchess F214 will be a big Angus cow. Her sire was the 2010 Grand Champion Angus Bull at the Brisbane Royal Show when
he weighed in excess of 1200 kg's. Sells with heifer calf at foot H404 {3 germ vaccinated} born 10/09/12 sired by Raff Ego E266.

Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to 24/01/13
20

QRFF219

Lady Durham F219 is a full import from one of the four Hoff Scotch Cap cows we purchased in 2006. Her dam was incredibly fertile as an
aged cow. F219 should not be overlooked as she is a genetic outcross to the mainstream Australian Angus. Sells with bull calf at foot H421
{3 germ vaccinated} born 18/09/12 sired by Raff Ego E266. Hand mated QRFE266 18/01/13

21

QRFF235

Raff Doris F235 will mature to be another large framed young quite similar in type to her half sister selling as lot 19. Her grand dam, Forres
Doris P73, was re‐introduced into out herd because of her depth of pedigree. Sells with bull calf at foot H305 {3 germ vaccinated} born
29/07/12 sired by Raff Empire E269. Depastured QRFG252 29/08/12 to 05/12/12

22

QRFF239

This is a nice XFactor X3 daughter that has extra girth and spring of rib. She has a good nature and a pedigree full of cows that live long.
Sells with bull calf at foot H373 {3 germ vaccinated} born 26/08/12 sired by Raff Dazzler D353. Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to
24/01/13

23

QRFF299

With a good bull calf at foot and a pedigree with substance this lot has value. Her 3rd dam was a donor cow for a number of years and
bred Raff Sampson S29 ‐ a sire that did a great job for us. Sells with bull calf at foot H407 {3 germ vaccinated} born 11/09/12 sired by Raff
Dazzler D353. Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to 24/01/13

24

QRFF329

This lot has a very good pedigree. Her sire is a direct Hoff import and a 3/4 brother to Hoff Limited Edition whilst all of her dams pedigree
combines the best of carcass with power and substance. Sells with heifer calf at foot H331 {3 germ vaccinated} born 09/08/12 sired by
O'Neill's Prime Star 80. Depastured QRFD197 08/10/12 to 24/01/13

25

QRFF331

This is the last of the cow/calf units to sell. She calved down easily at just 22 months of age and comes from a line of honest and functional
cows. Sells with bull calf at foot H301 {3 germ vaccinated} born 26/07/12 sired by Raff Frodo F117. Depastured QRFG252 29/08/12 to
31/12/12

26

QRFH434
QRFH437
QRFH438
QRFH439

PICK OF THE FLUSH ‐ These five heifers are from what we consider to be the flush of 2012. They are sired by the new Raff AI sire
O’Neill’s Prime Star 80 making them grand‐daughters of the world’s leading marbling sire Gardens Prime Star. These genetics are the first
ever to be offered in Australia and are carcass genetics without any New Design or Precision blood. They are from one of our highest
marbling and elite donor cows Raff Doris E12 whose sire sold privately in 2002 for a Queensland record of $30,000. This is an unique
opportunity as they combine the Raff breeding principles of 47 years with extra 'marbling'. All five heifers will enter the ring with the
winning bidder selecting the heifer of their choice as their purchase.

27

QRFB126

Raff Burnette B126 was Grand Champion Angus Female at the 2010 Sydney Royal Show. Phenotypically she is as good as you could get.
We only sell her as she became a donor with many embryos expected this year out of her ‐ however we still sell her with reluctance. Her
dam is a full sister to Queensland's record priced private sale bull at $30,000 whilst her sire held the Australian auction record at $50,000
for a number of years. Burnette B126 has a perfect udder profile with predictability of pedigree and a proven breeding record. She must
be considered for future donor duties. Depastured Raff Dictator D364 17/08/12 to 09/12/12.

28

QRFY69

This is a magnificent Angus matron with loads of capacity and substance with extra strength of muzzle yet she still remains feminine and
attractive. Burnette Y69 is a half sister to the previous lot whose sire stems from some of the very best within the Angus breed. Again she
only sells as we have enough progeny both on the ground and on their way through embryo work. This is a powerful Angus cow and one
that must be considered. Depastured Raff Dictator D364 17/08/12 to 09/12/12.

29

QRFU108

If you liked either of the previous lots and missed out then here is their dam. Raff Burnette U108 is a full flush sister to the highly
mentioned Raff Ultimate U27. Burnette U108 is a rising 14 year old that is still wonderful sound. She is long with tremendous strength of
spine and would have been a donor here if we had not used her brother both naturally and through AI. Her dam, Burnette M51, had an
impeccable calving record with 12 natural calves in her first 9 years of production {3 sets of twins}as well as 12 embryo calves also in that
time. Depastured Raff Dictator D364 17/08/12 to 09/12/12.

30

QRFV144

Duchess V144 is a good skinned female whose grand‐dam resulted from the mating of two full Angus animal imports we did in the early
1980's from America. Her pedigree is rock solid and very much stacked full of cattle that live long and stay sound. Depastured Raff Domino
D347 16/08/12 to 24/10/12.

31

QRFX10

Admired by one of Queensland's leading Santa Gertrudis breeders when viewed as a heifer within a big mob of weaners in 2002 Raff
Burnette X10 has gone on to mature into as powerful an Angus cow as you can get. She has a tremendous muzzle that then extends to the
rest of her powerful body. Just four generations back is the breed matriarch Forres Burnette A22 with every cow in between just
absolutely magnificent. Depastured Raff Domino D347 16/08/12 to 24/10/12.

32

QRFY15

This is another tremendous type of cow that is large in stature and big in performance. A full brother to her sold as the high selling bull of
2004 to Wallangra Angus. We have a very good daughter from her sired by Raff Dakota D85 that allows us to move this matron on. Hand
mated Raff Emblem E69 13/11/12.

33

QRFB8

Raff Burnette B8 has a pedigree that excels for maternal attributes from the Burnette, Vicki and Wilcoola lines. She has good length with
extra neck extension and smoothness of shoulder. Her sire was used after we viewed him the year we introduced some Merridale blood
into our herd. Depastured Raff Domino D347 16/08/12 to 24/10/12.

34

QRFC215

Raff Burnette C215 had a really good Appeal A10 son sell in 2011 for $8,000. This cow has good bone and muzzle with smoothness of skin.
On her dam's side both Premier Julie and Burnette K75 had great longevity. Depastured Raff Freddo F143 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

35

QRFD139

Another descendant of the famous Burnette cow family that is extremely quiet with a pedigree that is flawless. Her sire was purchased at
just 11 months and bred soft and easy fleshing cattle of a moderate frame ‐ we have used him again recently. Depastured Raff Dictator
D364 17/08/12 to 09/12/12.

36

QRFE27

With her first son selling for $23,000 at our last year's annual bull sale Doris E27 has already proved herself. Be sure to keep away from her
when she calves as she is as protective a cow to newborns as we have ever had. She is moderate in stature with a really good pedigree
behind her. Depastured Raff Domino D347 16/08/12 to 24/10/12.

37

QRFE32

Docile in nature this very good Doris female has superb pedigree merit. At over 15 years her grand dam is perfectly sound and productive
having been used as a donor again this year. This is a lot that must be considered. Depastured Raff Dallas D216 21/08/13 to 31/12/12.

38

QRFE39

39

QRFE121

E39 is a large framed and docile cow whose dam resulted after the purchase of a flush from one of Banquets leading donor cows Eclypta
Q75. She can easily be moderated as proven when she was mated to our 'marbling' sire XFactor X3 as a heifer ‐ the resulting bull calf grew
on to be soft and fleshy in a compact package. Depastured Raff Dictator D364 17/08/12 to 09/12/12.
Raff Burnette E121 is a functional type cow that has loads of genetic capacity. Her joining sire weighed 1172kg's at just 25 months with a
146 sq. cm EMA, 6.7% IMF scan and 15/20mm fat. Depastured Raff Flash F187 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

40

QRFE150

E150 has a good skin type and simply oozes of maternal qualities. Her mating will be the ideal balancing act between her fineness and pure
maternal to her joining sires shear bone, weight and power ‐ it should be a beauty. Depastured Raff Flash F187 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

41

QRFE154

E154 is a good type of female that is fleshy and easy doing with a pedigree free of any 'fancy' genetics. Her dam is an ideal type of Angus
cow and produced the mother of Raff Doris W10 who gained recognition when she produced AI sire Raff Midland Z204. Depastured Raff
Exterminator E201 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

42

QRFE170

Raff Burnette E170 has good depth, girth and is attractive in type. Her joining sire is a flush brother to Raff Encore E110 who was sold for
further stud duties last year when weighing in excess of 1300kg's. Depastured Raff Freddo F143 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

43

QRFE171

This Burnette cow stems from a strong line of cows that excel for udder qualities and type. She is slick coated with a really refined front
end. We have a nice daughter retained. Depastured Raff Flash F187 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

44

QRFE187

A DMM Shift daughter that has more frame and stretch than most of his daughters. E187 should live long as her Duchess descendants
have lived past twenty years of age with one here, Duchess F34, making it to 19 years. Depastured Raff Freddo F143 21/08/12 to
31/12/12.

45

QRFE259

This Doris cow is an attractive female with feminine head, smoothness of shoulder that is long and sound. She is docile in nature also. Her
pedigree is great on phenotype and strong on performance. Depastured Raff Emblem E69 21/08/12 to 09/12/12.

46

QRFE284

If we had been AI'ing cows over the past year I would have certainly put this cow to Limited Edition as her grand dams pedigree produced
the 2006 $32,000 high selling Limited Edition son. Depastured Raff Freddo F143 21/08/12 to 31/12/12.

47

QRFF19

A young second calver with her life ahead that has good honest types within her pedigree. Her dam was a large framed individual and
extremely quiet. Depastured Raff General G252 29/08/12 to 05/12/12.

48

QRFF28

Doris F28 has extra width of hip and pin that stands square. Her pedigree has a good mix of frame and growth with thickness and
moderation. Hand mated Raff Ego E266 26/01/13.

49

QRFF84

This Duchess female is strong in maternal traits with a good skin type, moderate stature and smoothness. Her calf to joining sire should be
interesting. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to 24/10/12.

50

QRFF87

The dam of this lot came about after viewing three flush sisters to her ‐ we then purchased 4 frozen embryos of the same mating. Vicki F87
is rather different in genetic makeup to the mainstream. Depastured Raff General G252 29/08/12 to 05/12/12.

51

QRFF88

52

QRFF279

Light at birth equals moderate for life ‐ Doris F88 will be breed lower birth weight calves that will, as she has, mature moderate in stature.
She comes from a great cow line of easy and functional cattle. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to 24/10/12.
This is a female that has an excellent slick coat type and fine skin ‐ so typical of her Duchess/Powerpack cow line. ‐ her mating to Ego will
only continue that trait. She is very quiet and will breed on. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to 24/10/12.

53

QRFF313

Raff Doris F313 has a great temperament whose grand dam is a full flush sister to AI sire Raff Midland Z204. This female is another cow
strong in maternal traits that will breed well to moderate, thick and meaty type sires. Depastured Raff General G252 29/08/12 to
05/12/12.

54

QRFG50

This young Doris female is magnificent. She is docile and deep with so much substance and has always shown to be an easy doing type.
Brothers to her sire have topped at $20,000 in past bull sales here. This is a lot that must be considered. Depastured Raff Ego E266
17/08/12 to 24/10/12.

55

QRFG51

Burnette G51 has overall balance and eye appeal. She has plenty of natural fleshing yet has still stayed refined and feminine through the
front end. Her sire and full brothers to him have bred some amazing cattle throughout Australia. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to
24/10/12.

56

QRFG71

G71 is an extremely long and angular female which, when mature, will be a heavy weighing cow. Her dam was as wide a hip to pin female
as you could want with G71's sire weighing at over 1400kg's before joining last season. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to 24/10/12.

57

QRFG86

Not only is G86 a great type of female but her pedigree also is simply magnificent. She is of large frame with a great phenotype and plenty
of performance. All the cows in her pedigree are sound footed and docile. She will handle any of the modern sires and must be looked at
and considered. Depastured Raff Ego E266 17/08/12 to 24/10/12.

58

QRFG119

This female stems from a very strong maternal line that stay sound and live long and is sired by a sire that was renowned for adding shear
weight. Springing to her AI joining sire she will be a good package. AI'd to O'Neill's Expedition {USA14761330} due 03/06/13. Depastured
Raff Fortune F344 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

59

QRFG151

Combining two of our Hoff donor cows in Lady Durham and Blackbird makes this female a very strong outcross to mainstream. She has
plenty of looseness and girth to her with her sire producing last bull sales $40,000 high seller. Depastured Raff Ego E266 06/02/13 to
15/03/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

60

QRFG164

Strong in pedigree make up this young female will mature to be neat in type with a good skin and maternal qualities. AI'd to O'Neill's
Expedition {USA14761330} due 03/06/13. Depastured Raff Fortune F344 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

61

QRFG183

Raff Burnette G183 was a very sappy and stylish heifer as a calf. She has a good top to her with enough flesh and substance for a female of
her age. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

62

QRFG189

G189 is long and smoothly made female that combines some of the best 'proven' genetics. Her dam was retired, by accident, as a rising 14
year old this year. AI'd to DMM Shift 78S due 03/06/13. Depastured Raff Fortune F344 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

63

QRFG191

Three quarters of this females pedigree is proven and powerful with the remaining 1/4 adding a splash of high carcass quality genetics.
G191 will be a good type when mature as she is already showing the extra bone and substance her pedigree suggests. Depastured Raff
Fortune F344 17/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

64

QRFG199

There is a lot to like about this heifers pedigree and should be given the time to be looked at in detail. Functional and fertile are the two
words that will best describe her as their are simply no holes in her. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ
vaccinated.

65

QRFG230

Another high quality Dazzler D353 daughter that is docile with good spring of rib, girth and substance. We used her joining sire as he
descends just several generations from breed matriarch Forres Burnette A22. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3
germ vaccinated.

66

QRFG293

Herself an embryo heifer this female should certainly breed beyond herself. Her dam is one of our best Limited Edition daughters whilst
her grand dam, Forres Burnette S182, is still here and perfectly sound at 15 years. Hand mated Raff Ego E266 28/01/13. 3 germ
vaccinated.

67

QRFG301

Moriah genetics used over Duchess lines should certainly add a little more power and bone ‐ this female is a true balance of such genetics.
She has great bone and width of pin with good docility. Hand mated Raff Ego E266 28/01/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

68

QRFG308

The dam of Blackbird G308 is a full sister to our donor Blackbird F14 and herd sire Raff Ego E266. This heifer has a good skin and capacity
with the inclusion of highly proven and accurate carcass genetics from her sire. She is worthy of consideration. Depastured Raff Gangster
G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

69

QRFG315

Her dam was a show cow and direct embryo import from Hoff Limited Editions grand mother whilst her sire another Hoff embryo import
from the highly fertile and productive Hoff Lady Durham 3130. With such a strong pedigree she has to breed well. Depastured Raff
Fortune F344 17/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

70

QRFG318

Raff Duchess G318 is another Moriah/Duchess genetic cross that has worked pretty well. Her dam was as long a female we have bred
whose previous four cows all being used as donors in our herd as far back to the mid 1980's. Depastured Raff Ego E266 06/02/13 to
15/03/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

71

QRFG325

Burnette G325 is a moderate and meaty heifers with some high paper performance animals in her pedigree. She will not be the biggest
when mature but with her strength of pedigree should be a consistent breeder. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3
germ vaccinated.

72

QRFG330

Sired by a 3/4 brother to Limited Edition makes G330 quite line bred within her pedigree. We had bulls sell of similar pedigree at last years
sale that performed well in their contempories and sold for good values. Hand mated Raff Ego E266 30/01/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

73

QRFG340

Be sure to note that this stylish Dallas D216 is from Raff Doris Y70 who produced the dam of Raff Empire E269 ‐ one of Australia's most
acclaimed show bulls of recent times. G340 has extreme pedigree merit and as a young heifer looks the part for a heifer of her age. An
outstanding pedigree lot. Depastured Raff Fortune F344 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

74

QRFG350

Blackbird G350 is an XFactor daughter that combines some real performance genetics. The full sister to her dam produced last years high
selling $17,000 Raff Empire E269 'buyers choice' lot. This heifer has some strong performance traits with an outstanding pedigree for
predictability. She is a interesting lot on offer. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

75

QRFG353

She is another heifer that combines two of the Hoff imports. Her dam is a full flush sister to stud sires Raff Defender D218, Danny Boy
D207 and Distinction D197. These three bulls have bred industry leading progeny topping at $30,000 to date. She is all but a genetic
masterpiece. AI'd to O'Neill's Expedition {USA14761330} due 03/06/13. Depastured Raff Fortune F344 27/08/12 to 16/11/12. 3 germ
vaccinated.

76

QRFG361

This Burnette female has smoothness of shoulder, a good top line and natural fleshing of hindquarter. Her maternal linage have always
reared good calves. Her sire is a direct descendant from Limited Editions grand mother. Depastured Raff Gangster G287 27/08/12 to
16/11/12. 3 germ vaccinated.

77

QRFG369

The dam of Blackbird G369 is another full sister to herd sire Raff Ego E266. This XFactor daughter has more rib, capacity and girth than the
typical X3 daughter. We have already proven that the Moriah x Blackbird mating's work well. An interesting heifer. Hand mated Raff
Distinction D197 05/02/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

78

QRFG378

A young female that has an excellent skin type so dominant and consistently bred from her linage. She is a very smoothly made and
complete female with genetics of high weight gaining qualities. Depastured Raff Ego E266 06/02/13 to 15/03/13. 3 germ vaccinated.

79

QRFG419

G419 is a unique genetic lot whose sire had sons selling to $40,000 to average over $12,000 at last years bull sale. Her dam is a bilk milking
cow of volume and capacity that has produced us the top performing heifers of their group by Raff Empire E269. We have a full sister
retained. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

80

QRFG423

Since cataloging this female I have been thinking that this heifer must go into a Brahman/Brangus herd to inject the 'traditional' Angus
influence into their program. Muzzle, bone, weight, substance and capacity are words that best describe her ‐ she even has big ears. We
sell with reluctance. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

81

QRFG425

Lady Durham G425 is a magnificent young heifer of good phenotype, strong performance with extreme soundness of pedigree. A full
brother here weighed 792 kg's at just over 14 1/2 months to be gaining 1.63kg/day whole of life. She was produced from a big flush so
sisters are retained. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

82

QRFG427

G427 is a very nice heifer. Her dam is a full sister to the mother of Hoff Limited Edition. With most of the Hoff import females we are now
joining back to Raff sires of strong maternal lines ‐ our Raff maternal strength is what has set us up over the years and something that we
never want to lose. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

83

QRFH16

Raff Lady Durham H16 is a magnificent young heifer that, from her dams side, combines all the important traits that allow an animal to
stay sound and live long. Her sire is our best and adds phenotype and absolute performance. H16 is refined and as feminine as you want
that has style. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

84

QRFH39

This is a magnificent heifer considered all but faultless. She has tremendous length and strength of spine with good width of top line,
femineity and extra neck extension. We are very excited about her sire Ego E266 as his progeny calve easily and are displaying a nice
maturity pattern. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

85

QRFH50

Lady Durham H50 is another good genetic combination of Hoff and Raff bloodlines. Their should be plenty of easy calving in her as on both
sides all has proved very safe. Mate her to real beef bulls and you won't be disappointed. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

86

QRFH52

A full sister to the dam of H52 produced last years $40,000 high seller here in September sired by Raff Explosive E108. This heifer is
smoothly made and offers a safe and proven genetic line. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

87

QRFH65

Stud sire Raff Explosive E108 is a full flush brother to the dam of this lot. In June last year prior to joining he weighed 1410 kg's and must
be considered a breed leading sire for his real weight gaining ability and amazing paper performance. This heifer has unlimited genetic
potential. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

88

QRFH80

Again take the time to look at this heifers pedigree as it is a beauty. This is a half sister to lot 82 and very similar in type. The older these
two Ego E266 daughters become the less I want to sell them. She is long and docile with extra neck and femineity. Unjoined. 3 germ
vaccinated.

89

QRFH82

Another typically gutsy Raff Distinction daughter that will grow out to be deep and docile. Her sire is undoubtedly considered one of our
best with extreme width of hip and pin, bone and weight for age. Unjoined. 3 germ vaccinated.

90

QRFH103

This is the last of the unjoined heifers to sell that again combines Raff with Hoff genetics. She was light at birth and has good shape and
hindquarter expression for her age. Her dam was a 'Pathfinder' cow in the States with a massive production record. Unjoined. 3 germ
vaccinated.

91

QRFG172
QRFG180
QRFG207
QRFG223
QRFG240
QRFG264
QRFG347
QRFG371

RAFF ANGUS ‐ pen of 9 APR Angus heifers. 3 germ vaccinated.

92

QRFG125
QRFG163
QRFG186
QRFG236
QRFG344

RAFF ANGUS ‐ pen of 5 APR Angus heifers. germ vaccinated.

93

WALLANGRA ANGUS ‐ pen of 12 unjoined commercial Angus heifers

94

WALLANGRA ANGUS ‐ pen of 12 unjoined commercial Angus heifers

94

WALLANGRA ANGUS ‐ pen of 12 unjoined commercial Angus heifers

